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The pseudochiral or omega medium is an artificial complex medium
obtained by doping a host medium with omega shaped conducting mi-
crostructures. We investigate the occurrence of complex modes on pla-
nar waveguides containing pseudochiral media. In a dielectric asymmetric
pseudochiral waveguide in which both the film and the substrate are pseu-
dochiral media but with an isotropic superstrate, it is shown that, when
the pseudochiral parameter exceeds a certain transition value, power leak-
age occurs. These modes are termed semileaky modes since one of the
two characteristic waves is not internally reflected at the film-substrate
interface. Numerical results are presented for the phase and leakage
constants of the semileaky modes.
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In this paper plane wave reflection and transmission phenomena in
slabs of artificial bi-anisotropic media are theoretically considered. The
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artificial structure is a so-called omega composite which is formed by em-
bedding small Ω-shaped particles in an isotropic host-medium. Normal
incidence is assumed. The boundary-value problem for artificial omega
structure was solved taking into account multiple reflections of electro-
magnetic waves from the sample’s boundaries.
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Figure 1. Geometry of the omega structure
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The electromagnetic properties of a cold unicomponent plasma
medium affected by orthogonal static fields were considered in many
textbooks [1]. Here the case of arbitrary field directions reduced to the
parallel case by introducing a properly choosen moving coordinate system
is investigated. The expressions for the constitutive parameters in the
Post representation are derived. The influence of the static electric field
results in the magnetoelectric coupling. It is shown that such a medium
belongs to the class of Faraday chiral media conceptualized earlier as
heterogeneous mixtures consisting of gyrotropic and chiral components
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